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“I ask: What’s wrong with Palestinian surrender?” he
wrote in an opinion piece in The New York Times.
“Surrender is the recognition that in a contest, staying the
course will prove costlier than submission,” he said.
Denouncing both the “corrupt” Palestinian Authority and
Hamas militants who control the Gaza Strip, Danon noted
that Palestinian unemployment remained stubbornly high
despite years of international assistance.

“Given this woeful state of affairs, it is self-evident that the
Palestinian people need a new course of action,” Danon
wrote, charging that Palestinian national identity was “moti-
vated not by building a better life for its people but by
destroying Israel”. Palestinian chief negotiator Saeb Erekat
“misleadingly suggests that a ‘surrender’ will lead to an end of
the Palestinian people,” he added. “But nothing could be far-
ther from the truth. Instead, surrendering will create the
opportunity to transform Palestinian society, thereby leading
to his people’s liberation.”

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, who has spo-
ken of annexing parts of the West Bank, also took the
Palestinians to task. “I don’t understand how the Palestinians
rejected the plan even before knowing what it contained,”
Netanyahu said Sunday as he hosted Trump’s national securi-
ty adviser, John Bolton. “That’s not how you move forward,”
Netanyahu said.

The Trump administration says it will later release political
proposals - perhaps as late as November once Israel holds
new elections and forms a government. But Trump officials
have hinted their approach will not mention the creation of an
independent Palestinian state, a goal of US diplomacy for
decades. Saudi minister of state for foreign affairs Adel Al-
Jubeir said the Bahrain workshop “is not about buying
peace”. “In no way is this about forcing the Palestinians to
accept an agreement that they don’t like and to draw a con-
nection - you accept this and you’ll get that,” he told Le
Monde on a visit to France.

Aaron David Miller, a veteran US negotiator on the
Middle East, said the idea of a major economic plan for the
Palestinians was not new. “Had Trump administration not
spent the last two years waging an economic/political pres-
sure campaign against the Palestinians and undermined their
aspirations on statehood/Jerusalem, the plan would have
made sense,” he said.

The US-led peace conference could also present
Washington with a new opportunity to push Gulf allies and
Israel closer together as tensions with common foe Iran rise.
Gulf countries are “well aware a Palestinian investment confer-
ence without Palestinians and even without official Israeli par-
ticipation is ridiculous”, said Hussein Ibish of the Arab Gulf
States Institute. “I think the Gulf countries are simply trying to
win brownie points with the Trump administration, particularly
at a time of heightened confrontation with Iran,” he said.

The Trump administration is keen to use the conference to
push for closer ties between the oil-rich Gulf Arabs states and
Israel to bolster an anti-Iran coalition. “I don’t think the...

absence of Palestinian political leaders... makes any difference
to the US administration’s desire to deepen the nascent but
undeclared alliance between itself, Israel and some Gulf Arab
states against Iran,” said Middle East analyst Neil Partrick. “In
terms of the individual national security priorities of Saudi
Arabia, the UAE and Bahrain, Iran has long been of greater
importance to them than the almost extinct ideological pres-
sure that Palestine once placed on the policies and behavior
of all Arab state leaders,” he added.

In recent years Israel has been courting Arab nations
which do not recognize the Jewish state, and in October last
year Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu held surprise
talks in Muscat with the ruler of Oman. These efforts at rap-
prochement came as Iran - the arch-foe of Israel and regional
rival of Gulf kingpin Saudi Arabia - was bolstering its influ-
ence in several Arab countries.

Analysts say improved ties between Israel and Arab coun-
tries cannot take place in the absence of a tangible progress
to defuse the decades-long Palestinian-Israeli conflict. “If you
want to unite everyone against Iran, you need to do some-
thing in the (Mideast) peace process,” Yoel Guzansky, a for-
mer head of the Gulf department at Israel’s National Security
Council, told AFP. Ibish agreed. “A real, open and meaningful
rapprochement in not on the cards,” he said, pointing to the
dispute over the city of Jerusalem - which both Palestinians
and Israeli claim as their own.

Meanwhile, a handful of Israeli journalists were making
their way to Bahrain yesterday after getting special permis-
sion to attend the US-led economic conference. Their appar-
ently unprecedented visit is facilitated by the involvement of
the US, an ally of both countries, which do not have diplomat-
ic relations. Israelis are normally barred from most Arab
countries, except when they enter on second passports.

“I’ve been travelling the world to cover events for 13 years,
but this one is the most exciting,” tweeted Barak Ravid, cor-
respondent for Israel’s Channel 13 private TV. “This is the first
time Israeli journalists will be allowed to enter Bahrain,” he
wrote in a post that included a selfie of himself on a plane he
said was heading from Jordan to the Gulf kingdom. “Not a
usual flight route for an Israeli journalist... Proud to enter with
an Israeli passport,” journalist Ariel Kahana from the Israel
Hayom daily tweeted when he arrived in Bahrain.

Diplomatic correspondents from six Israeli media outlets -
the newspapers Haaretz, The Jerusalem Post and Israel
Hayom, Channel 12 and Channel 13 and the website The Times
of Israel - were invited. However, Channel 12 said it would not
send a correspondent after the US refused to accredit its
journalist Dana Weiss, for reasons that were not immediately
clear. The Trump administration has running feuds with sever-
al American news organizations it views as hostile.

Jason Greenblatt, adviser to Trump and one of the archi-
tects of the conference, played up the significance of their
presence. “There are those working to improve the lives
of Israelis, Palestinians & others in the region, and to see
if peace can be achieved. Bahrain is one such country,” he
tweeted. But one of the invited journalists played down
the significance of their participation. “It is very exciting
on a personal level, but we must not overstate the scope
of our participation as Israeli journalists,” he said on con-
dition of anonymity. “This is not a normalization of rela-
tions between Israel and Bahrain, only an invitation by the
White House to a conference, organized in Bahrain by the
United States.”  — Agencies 
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The escalation of attacks by Iran-aligned Houthi
rebels on Saudi cities threatens a hard-won UN-spon-
sored ceasefire deal for the Red Sea port city of
Hodeida, war-ravaged Yemen’s main conduit for
humanitarian aid. “A terrorist attack by the Iran-backed
Houthi militia on Abha airport... killed a Syrian resident
and wounded 21 civilians,” the coalition said in a state-
ment carried by the official Saudi Press Agency. The
wounded - from Saudi Arabia, Egypt, India and
Bangladesh - also included three women and two chil-
dren who had been taken to hospital for treatment, the
coalition said. Earlier on Sunday, the rebels’ Al-Masirah
TV said they had targeted Abha and Jizan airports in
the south of the kingdom with drones. The coalition did
not confirm the attack on Jizan airport.

HH the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah sent a cable yesterday to King Salman
bin Abdulaziz of Saudi Arabia, expressing Kuwait’s
strong condemnation of the attack. In the cable, the
Amir stressed that such a terrorist act was a blatant
violation of international laws and a perilous escalation
that threatens security and stability in the region. He
stressed Kuwait’s stand alongside Saudi Arabia and its
full support for whatever necessary measures it takes
to ensure the security and stability of the kingdom,
expressing sincere condolences to the family of the vic-
tim, and wishing a speedy recovery to those injured in
the attack. HH the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and HH the Prime Minister
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah sent
similar cables to the Saudi monarch. 

Tensions are running high after Iran shot down a US
spy drone last week and Trump considered, then can-
celed, a retaliatory strike. Iran, crippled by existing US
sanctions that include the blocking of most of its crucial
oil exports, sought to play down the US move. “Are there
really any sanctions left that the United States has not
imposed on our country recently or in the past 40
years?” Iran’s foreign ministry spokesman Abbas
Mousavi said shortly before Trump signed his order.
“We... do not consider them to have any impact,” he said.

Amid a flurry of diplomatic activity, the United
States, Britain, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates urged “diplomatic solutions” in the standoff,
which is playing out in a region crucial to the global
economy’s oil supplies. French President Emmanuel
Macron said he would use a meeting with Trump at
the G20 summit in Japan to urge “a constructive
solution with the aim of ensuring collective regional

security.” The Kremlin, which has longstanding links
to Iran’s government, earlier called yesterday’s sanc-
tions “illegal”.

At home, Trump has taken criticism for sending
mixed messages to Iran. However, the US president
insists he has a clear strategy that breaks firmly with
past US policy in the tinderbox Middle East. In a pair of
tweets yesterday, Trump said US aims regarding Iran
boil down to “No Nuclear Weapons and No Further
Sponsoring of Terror.”

While some in Washington see the White House’s
ultimate goal as regime change in Tehran, Trump says
he wants to avoid war and that he’s open to negotia-
tions with Iran’s leaders. He also insists that
Washington’s hands are freer than in the past because
its own energy production frees it of dependence on
Middle Eastern oil.

This means the United States should no longer be
seen as the guarantor of open sea lanes in the Gulf
region, which saw two mysterious attacks in mid-June
on non-US tankers that Washington claims were car-
ried out by Tehran. “All of these countries should be
protecting their own ships,” Trump tweeted yesterday.
“We don’t even need to be there.”

So far, Trump’s carrot-and-stick message does not
seem to be getting through to Tehran. “America’s claim
of readiness for unconditional negotiation is not
acceptable with the continuation of threats and sanc-
tions,” Hesamodin Ashna, an advisor to Iran’s President
Hassan Rouhani, said yesterday on Twitter.

The dispute is bound up in a complex web of
regional rivalries, with US allies Saudi Arabia and Israel
long pushing Washington to act aggressively against
Iran. Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
warned his country, which is widely believed to have an
undeclared nuclear arsenal, would do “everything” to
stop Iran getting such a weapon.

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo travelled yes-
terday to meet with Saudi leaders to build what he
called a “global coalition” against the Islamic repub-
lic. Pompeo met Saudi King Salman and Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman in the Red Sea city of
Jeddah and was later due to hold talks in the United
Arab Emirates.

The sultanate of Oman, meanwhile, said reports that
it had served as a back channel for the United States to
Iran in the aftermath of last week’s drone shooting were
“not true”. The foreign ministry called on Iran and the
United States via Twitter “to show self-control and to
resolve the pending issues through dialogue.”

Although Trump backed away from a bombing strike
in retaliation for last week’s drone downing, US media
reports said a US cyber attack took place against
Iranian missile control systems and a spy network.
Yesterday, Iranian Telecommunications Minister
Mohammad Javad Azari Jahromi said no cyber attack
against his country had ever succeeded. — Agencies 
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deputy executive director Stuart James Hamilton. “Unlike
many of the national libraries, we have a public library func-
tion that goes alongside the national and research library
functions.” With over one million books and 500,000 digital
editions, the library, located in Doha’s Education City, is the
largest in the Middle East. But the United Arab Emirates is
shooting to outdo Qatar with its Dubai-based Mohammed
bin Rashid Library, hoping to house 1.5 million volumes when
it opens. Tensions between the UAE and Qatar erupted in
June 2017 when the Emirates joined a Saudi-led alliance that
imposed an economic and diplomatic boycott on Doha,
accusing it of supporting Iran and Islamist movements -
charges Qatar denies.

“We’re in an intriguing situation here politically, but from
the library’s perspective it just makes us more keen to make
sure that our profile is raised and connections are made
with other countries,” said Hamilton. The library has also
brought forward plans to collaborate and reach out to
libraries outside the region in response to the embargo,
Hamilton added. “We’re accelerating outreach,” he said.
Since opening, the institution has also staged more than
1,000 public events, many featuring authors and scholars
from Europe and North America - a symbolic milestone in
the face of the regional boycott.

Opened on April 16, 2018, the library is part of gas-rich
Qatar’s drive to reduce dependence on hydrocarbons and

pivot to a knowledge-based economy. The building is
designed to look like folded sheets of paper and employs
more than 39 nationalities, has 144,000 members and has
loaned more than one million items. Experts estimate the
combined public, university and national library to have cost
around $300 million.

Inside, rows of pristine white shelves rise up a gently
banked incline and architect Koolhaas has previously said he
wanted readers to be able to “see all the books in a panora-
ma”. An open-topped subterranean reading room clad in
marble holds heritage materials and artefacts related to
Qatari and regional history. Qatar, host of the 2022 World
Cup, has faced increased scrutiny over freedom of speech
since becoming a host nation, and questions have previously
been raised about the freedom of libraries in the conserva-
tive Gulf region.

Hamilton said that while there was no censorship of mate-
rial in the library, books had to comply with a set of stan-
dards. “The collection we have started has to be there for its
users - we’re not holding anything back,” he said, adding that
all new additions must meet collection development guide-
lines and cannot promote “hate speech”. “The ones we don’t
have in the collection are the ones that don’t meet the stan-
dard - we don’t buy everything.”

Volumes on LGBT health are freely available despite
homosexuality being illegal in Qatar, as are critical works on
the country’s recent political past. “Any library like the Qatar
National Library, (for example) the New York Public Library,
needs to reflect the needs and interests of its users and its
population so our collection develops in response to what
our users want,” he added. “Certainly there is no censorship
of any materials here.” Delighted readers from Qatar and
around the world have described the collection as “spectacu-
lar” and “a paradise for book-lovers”. — AFP  
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to documents seen by AFP and interviews with wed-
ding clerics. Majd, 29, who is due to marry this month in
his native Dammam in eastern Saudi Arabia, signed off
on two demands from his 21-year-old fiancée - the right
to drive and to work after marriage, according to the
contract he shared with AFP. “She said she (would) like
to be independent,” explained Majd, who requested his
last name be withheld as the discussion was a private
family matter. “I replied: ‘sure, why not?’”

Overturning the world’s only ban on women drivers
is the most palpable social change in the ultra-conserv-
ative kingdom, which is pursuing a wide-ranging liber-
alization drive. To drive, women do not require the
explicit approval of their male “guardians” - husbands,
fathers and other male relatives, whose permission is
needed by women to study, get married and even leave
prison. But it remains unclear whether women have any
legal recourse should their guardians prevent them
from taking the wheel.

And many in the kingdom appear to be trapped in this
troubling scenario. “Some women prefer to include the
driving condition in their contract to avoid any marital
conflicts” over the issue, said Abdulmohsen Al-Ajemi, a
Riyadh wedding cleric who received his first such
enquiry from the family of an engaged woman last week.
“It’s a way to guarantee the husband will keep his prom-
ise.” A breach of wedding conditions can be used by
women as grounds for divorce, clerics say.

There are no official statistics on the number of such

contracts. Saudi Arabia’s justice and media ministries did
not respond to AFP’s request for comment. But Munirah
Al-Sinani, a 72-year-old housewife in Dhahran, a city in
the kingdom’s east, said she had come across two such
cases recently among her acquaintances. “If you don’t let
me drive, if you say ‘no’, then khallas (finished) - I don’t
want you,” Sinani quoted one of the women as telling her
potential spouse.

The trend underscores how women appear to be
using the contracts to side-step patriarchy - and the
conditions appear to be getting bolder. A man in eastern
Al-Ahsa city told AFP that during a marriage within his
extended family, the bride demanded that her husband-
to-be give up smoking. Another woman asked that her
husband have no access to her salary and another stipu-
lated that she should not fall pregnant in the first year of
marriage, according to cleric Ajemi.

A Saudi woman took social media by storm recently
when she posted her wedding contract online. The docu-
ment prohibited her husband from taking a second wife,
even though polygamy is legal in Islam. Angry online
trolls rebuked her husband as “unmanly” for accepting
the condition. Men also sometimes use wedding con-
tracts to stipulate that the “wife will never work” or that
she must agree to live with his mother, senior cleric Adel
Al-Kalbani told AFP.

The new conditions are a sign of the kingdom’s social
transformation that appears to be granting women more
rights, Kalbani and Ajemi said. But they could also cause
strains in marriages in a traditional society where such
conditions may be deemed insulting or signify a lack of
trust in the husband, typically the head of a household.
Saudi media has already reported a spike in divorce cases
in recent years. “In the past, society did not listen to
women. Husbands would turn around and firmly say ‘No’,”
cleric Ajemi said. “But now they are listening to the aspira-
tions of women, adapting to their demands.” — AFP 
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ISLAMABAD: An international detergent brand has
come under fire for an advertisement questioning gender
stereotypes in the conservative patriarchal country, with
critics denouncing the company for allegedly insulting
Islam. The commercial for Ariel soap, owned by US-
based Proctor & Gamble, calls for women to break free
of conservatives norms and pursue careers. In the ad,
several women representing different professions -
including a journalist and doctor - are seen pushing dirty
sheets hanging on a clothesline off the screen.

The sheets are printed with common refrains used to
reinforce the oppression of women in Pakistan, including
the question “What will people say?” which heralds
scandal every time a woman chooses to challenge gender
norms. The commercial ends with a close-up shot of the
Pakistan women’s cricket team captain Bismah Maroof
saying: “Stay within the house... these are not only sen-
tences but stains”. Social media was abuzz on the issue,
with conservatives lambasting its message using the
hashtag “#BoycottAriel” on Twitter.

“They (are) insulting Islamic teaching in their advertis-
ing,” wrote Binte Suleman on Twitter, while Raja
Moazzam added: “Please take action against these liber-
als, who (are) prompting liberalism in Pakistan”. Others
called for Pakistani regulators to have the commercial
officially censored and removed. The company did not

immediately respond to requests for comment by AFP.
Women in Pakistan have fought for decades to secure
their rights. 

Much of society lives under a patriarchal, outdated
code of so-called “honour” that systemises the oppres-
sion of women who defy tradition by, for example, choos-
ing their own husband or working outside the home.
Women also face what activists have called pervasive
violence against them by men, routine discrimination in
the workplace, and public harassment, with few women
daring to walk alone outside of their homes.

The Ariel advert is not the first time a major company
has faced backlash in the country over its stance on
women’s rights. Ride-sharing app Careem came in for its
share when it released a lighthearted ad earlier this year
showing a runaway bride, the caption reading: “If you
want to run away from your wedding, book a Careem
bike!” Critics filed a legal petition against the ad, calling it
an “unethical promotional campaign”.

And in 2016 Pakistani mobile company QMobile was
criticized after an ad which showed a female cricketer
defying her father’s wishes and leaving home to pursue
her dreams of playing internationally. The ad was branded
a conspiracy against Pakistani values, with some com-
mentators taking particular exception to “vulgar” footage
of the cricketer running up to bowl.  — AFP 
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ISLAMABAD: A Pakistani man watches a television commercial yesterday of a detergent in which Pakistan
women’s cricket team captain Bismah Maroof (center) is seen. — AFP 


